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Purpose. Development and construction of economic-mathematical forecasting model of exchange rates by means 
of neural networks for definition of exchange rates behavior on the Internet market taking into account factors of 
technical and fundamental analyses. 

Methodology. For solution of this goal methods of the comparative analysis, systematic comprehensive approach 
and methods of economic-mathematical modeling by means of neural networks were used. 

Findings. Research of major factors by tools available to do a forecast concerning fluctuations of exchange rates in 
the future was carried out. We have defined that the exchange rates behavior is influenced by rather large number of 
factors relating to methods of fundamental and technical analyses. It was established that any factors cannot guarantee 
100% reliability in a forecast. Only application of a comprehensive approach insures high degree of forecast accuracy. 
Economic-mathematical forecasting model of exchange rates with the neural networks for the purpose of 
implementation of a comprehensive approach was offered and constructed. It has allowed complex indicators of 
fundamental and technical analyses. On the basis of technical and fundamental analyses indicators of exchange rates 
behavior on the Internet market the group of factors which have numerical measurement was created. Justification of 
mathematical apparatus of neural networks as optimum for construction economic-mathematical model for the 
performance of forecasts and taking into account the purpose put in this work was executed. On the basis of the created 
group of factors construction of economy was executed - mathematical model of funds of neural networks, for which 
entrance data on the selected factors move and on exit look-ahead value of exchange rates turns out. 

Originality. Construction of economic-mathematical forecasting model of exchange rates for Internet market was 
executed by neural networks which unlike the existing considering groups of ten factors, such as: the index of the 
relative size of the prices, the index of simplification of the market, the index of Dow Jones, the “Standard and powers” 
index, the New York stock exchange index, indices of the American stock exchange, the RSI indicator, the average 
index of the directed movement ADX, the index of off-exchange turn, the stochastic indicator. 

Practical value. The practical significance of these results is the possibility of increasing the accuracy of the 
forecast of exchange rates on the Internet market by the use of advanced mathematical apparatus, which was based on 
the expanded set of factors affecting the fluctuations of exchange rates. 

Keywords: forecasting of exchange rates, neural networks, fundamental analysis, technical analysis, Internet trading 
 
Statement of the problem.6 Today, due to develop-

ment of mass media, improvement of computers and In-
ternet technologies, work of the trader became much 
simpler thanksto Internet trading. It has simplified be-
cause the necessary information became more available, 
now it is possible to obtain data on exchange rates, mar-
ket trends, about new strategy much easier. Such opera-
tions as bid or sale of currencies have become simpler, 
now agreements occur much quicker and more simply. 

The currency market as well as any others shows 
complex economic system in which different processes 
proceed. Many of these processes are studied quite well 
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and are giving in to standard mathematical calculation. 
But there are also such processes the emergence of which 
is caused by existence of different random factors and to 
describe them with known mathematical and economic 
regularities is rather a difficult process. 

Analysis of the recent research and publications. 
There are no publications devoted to studying and fore-
casting of currencies behavior for the market Internet. 
Among them it is necessary to highlight works of such 
authors as Stephen B. Akelis, Robert Colby, Thomas 
A.Meyers, T.Demark, D. Piskulov E. Peytel, P. Peytel 
and many other. 

Application of methods and the tools of analysis de-
scribed by authors marked out above definitely give rather 
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high accuracy ofcurrency behavior forecast in the market 
and the Internet trading is very widely used in modern 
practice. But, in spite of the fact that certain results in this 
area have already been reached, the problem of forecastac-
curacy increase and alsowork stability of analysis princi-
plesis topical. Performance features of currencies existing 
methods forecast are the trader, applying this or that meth-
od of the analysis, it can insure forecast accuracy reaching 
up to 90%, and subsequently, using the same method of 
the analysis, to get accuracy close to zero. It is caused by 
the fact that the complex market of currencies processes 
proceeds describing standard mathematical regularities [1]. 
To analyze the Internet currency market this work is also 
devoted to updating of approaches. 

For better understandingthe Internet currency market 
regulations it is necessary to carry out a number of anal-
yses, including technical and fundamental ones [2–5]. 

As a whole it is possible to define the technical analy-
sis, as a method of price forecasting, based on mathemati-
cal, instead of economic exposition. This method has been 
created for purely applied purposes, namely obtaining the 
income fromsecurity market gameat first, and then and 
further on. All techniques of the technical analysis were 
created separately one from another and only in 70-s years 
have been incorporated in the unique theory with the gen-
eral philosophy, axioms and the basic principles. 

The technical analysis is a method of price forecast-
ing with the consideration of market fluctuation sched-
ules of the previous periods of time. The technical analy-
sis is divided into: 

- graphic method; 
- mathematical method; 
- oscillators; 
- index of relative size of the prices; 
- fractals; 
- index of simplification of the market; 
- trade of lines of balance; 
- wave analysis; 
- candle models; 
- indicator stochastic; 
- RSI indicator; 
- an average index of the directed movement ADX, etc. 

The fundamental analysis displays state of the econ-
omy of the country: 

- indicators of economic growth (gross national prod-
uct, industrial outputs and so forth); 

- condition of trading balance, degree of dependence 
on external sources of raw materials; 

- growth of monetary mass in national market; 
- rate of inflation and inflationary expectations; 
- level of interest rate; 
- solvency of the country and trust to national curren-

cy in the world market; 
- speculative operations in the currency market; 
- sectorial degree of development of the world finan-

cial market, for example of securities market which com-
petes to the currency market, etc. 

Also fundamental analysis includes research of such in-
dexes as: the stock indices, the Dow Jones index (DJI), the 
Standard & Poors” index (S&P), the New York stock ex-

change index (NYSE Index), the American stock exchange 
indices (AMEX), off-exchange index to a turn (NASDAQ). 

Unsolved aspects of the problem. There is defined 
accuracy in forecasting of currency behaviour with all 
analyzed indicators and practical skills as well. However 
the joining of all indicators in a system is rather difficult 
task. Very often traders are usedto follow only a few in-
dicators that reduce forecast degree. 

Neural networks as new mathematical apparatus have 
stimulated high breakthrough in the field of analysis and 
forecast of the Internet market. 

The positive impact of neural networks application  
has been considered in works of such authors as Ezho- 
va A.A., Minaev U.N., O. Filimonov, R. Callan, 
Rutkovska D., S. Haykin. Having analyzed mentioned 
above authors it is possible to make conclusions of neural 
networks use principles rather approved by them in fore-
casting of currency behavior. 

The main research. The researches and practical ap-
probation show about rather high forecast accuracy 
achieved by applying this method of analysis. Mathemat-
ical complexity of the neural networks device for un-
skilled user isitsonly shortcoming. However, now it is 
updated and a large number of software on the basis of 
neural networks technology allows the new trader with-
out profound knowledge of this area successfully and au-
tomatically  carry out forecasts. 

If to generalize existing working techniques with neural 
networks for the market Internet, it has such stages [6–10]: 

Data collecting. Under data collecting we under-
stand the possible largest number of statistics for cho-
sen currency pair. The more data is provided to a net-
work for study, especially reliability of that network 
will learn to do forecasts not only within the provided 
sample, but also outside of it than, the better forecast 
accuracy we get. 

Network study. During network study, for increase of 
accuracy of forecast we have choice in several algorithms 
and architecturesof networks. The architectural construc-
tion of a neural network giving the smallest case of er-
rors, is currently been approbated. 

Receiving new data forecast. After a network is al-
ready taught providing sample of data, there can be exe-
cuted forecast of already new set. 

Therefore, as we see, considered above technique can 
differ only in quantity and quality of the data provided 
for study and the network architecture successful choice 
is a merit of thetechnique author and directly influences 
on forecastquality. 

Thus, emergence of technology of neural networks 
brings even more increased degree of forecast reliability 
of Internet market. However there are a certain number 
of factors which influence on forecastreliability. And the 
trader does not need to rely only on results of neural net-
work forecast, and as it is necessary to consider other in-
dicators, such as exchange indices and the technical 
analysisindicators, for example. 

Thus, we see that there is no single technique unit-
ingthe indicators. For the similar tasks solution it is nec-
essary tochange mathematical apparatus to neural net-
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- index of the relative size of the prices ( 1); 
- index of simplification of the market ( 2); 
- Dow Jones index (DJI) ( 3); 
- “Standard &Poors” index (S&P); 
- index of the New York stock exchange (NYSE In-

dex) ( 5); 
- indices of the American stock exchange (AMEX) 

( 6); 
- index off-exchange to a turn (NASDAQ) ( 7); 
- indicator stochastic ( 8); 
- RSI indicator ( 9); 
- average index of the directed movement ADX ( 10). 
Output data – look-ahead values of exchange rates 

( 11). 
To solve this task two-layer perceptron has been syn-

thesized on which input of fundamental and technical in-
dicators and the forecast of initial parameter – volumes 
of investments behind types – is moved and produced. 

The activation functions are sigmoid functions. On 
each stepof calculation it was carried out adjustment of 
weight values and threshold sensitivity by a rule 

 

ij
s
j

s
jij xydw )( , 

 
where d = y;  y = OUT;  – parameter of a step of study. 

Such rule of reduction  continually t calculation has 
been established as the following:  '= /1.5668, where  
' – new value of studying speed. 

For normal work of model before the study beginning 
perceptron input data were aligned and normalized by 
such rule: 

- entrance values   
 

x

xmx
x
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where xm  – average value ; 

x
– average quadratic de-

viation . 
After performance of rationing data in a range from – 

4 to 4 with probability 0.99 are obtained. To obtain data 
in a range from 0 to 1, if to assume that the distribution 
law of these factors is normal, the coding is performed 
using such formula: 

- input values  
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where ym – average value ; 

y
– average quadratic devi-

ation . 
The error of study is calculated in a formula: 

Total square-law error. 
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where  – total squared error (criteria of study);  – 
quantity of examples in educational set; kd – desirable 

size of an exit; ky –  really received output of a network; 
K – quantity of examples. 

The simple neural network is constructed. To get rid 
of superfluous calculated complications at the expense of 
alignment of a range of variables by means of a super-
structure of neuroexcel it is executed reprocessingof en-
trance data. The Mean/Variance option at which data turn 
into dimensionless form calculatingthe average and ra-
tioning their dispersion is chosen. 

For determination of the input parameters importance 
of the Boxcounting function which defines the statistical 
importance of entrances for the set exits is used. We find 
results for the most and the least significant parameters, 
and also those having intermediate values. Reduction of 
entrances quantity allows reducing the study time of a 
neuronet or gives the chance to increase its nonlinear 
qualities. Also removals of the most non-significant en-
trances which value the about 0 positive, will be dis-
played on value of dispersion which should be possible 
far away from unit. The calculated relation of Aver-
age/dispersion is calculated with the use of the Box-
counting function. The larger such relation is, the better 
model predicts. 

On all indicators satisfactory values of the calculated 
factors will be used for creation of neuronet model have 
been received. 

The constructed two-layer neural network has archi-
tecture 10-3-1 (quantity of entrances - quantity of neu-
rons in the first layer - quantity of exits) and the follow-
ing parameters: 

Quantity of layers without the entrance (Number of 
layer) =2. 

Quantity of entrances (Number of inputs) =10. 
Quantity of neurons in the first layer (Layer1, neu-

rons) =3. 
Order of nonlinearityof the first layer (order) =1. 
Type of initial function of the first layer (function) = 

sigmoid function. 
Quantity of neurons in the second layer (neurons) =1. 
Order of nonlinearity of the second layer (order) =1. 
Type of initial function of the second layer (functi- 

on) = linear. 
Study of a neural network. At the following stage 

network study begins. Nature of test sample is estab-
lished to Random because for problems of approximation 
the most essential is the casual choice of a test set. Such 
algorithm of study is established: 

- initial error of elements (Initial delta) =0,1; 
- minimum mistake (Minimal delta) =1×10-8; 
- maximum mistake (Maximal delta) =10; 
- decrease step Nu(-) =0,5; 
- increase step  Nu(+) =1,2. 
On the first step, the study has been finished, when it 

has reached number of 1000 eras. The error of study is 
0.06 which is stabilized when the mark has reached  
856 eras is received. Insignificant errors of the line of re-
al data from data, foreseen by a network, have been 
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graphically received. In other words, the network gives 
out the same data set which no more than 1% moved on 
entrance with a possible mistake. 

Performance of such network is described in a 
formula    

 
)( sigmNETsigmOUT  

3 10 3 3 1
1 1 2 2

1 2
1 1 1 1

1

1 11
1 1ij ij ij ij

i j i j

,

exp(
exp( x w ) exp( x w

  
where i – entrance number;  j – neuron number in a layer; 
l – layernumber. 

For l=1: J=1,3; i=1,11: 1
1x  – indexof the relative size 

of theprices; 1
2x  – indexof simplification of themarket;  

1
3x  – DowJonesindex (DJI); 1

4x  – index “Standard 
&poor's” (S&P)” (S&P); 1

5x  – indexof the New York 
stock exchange (NYSE Index); 1

6x  – indexesof the 
American stockexchange(AMEX); 1

7x  – index off-

exchange to a turn (NASDAQ); 1
8x  –  indicatorstoahastik; 

1
9x  – indicator RSI; 1

10x  – averageindex of the directed 
movementADX. 

For l=2:I=1,3; j=1: 2
1x  – prospective values of 

exchange rates.  
l
ijw – weight factorof entranceiof neuronnumber j in 

layerl, Netlj – signal NET j-neuron in layer l, Outj – en-
trance signal of neuron, vector of data which represents 
prospective values of exchange rates. 

Thus, construction and calculation of economic-
mathematical model of exchange rates forecasting with 
neural networks is executed. 

Thus, construction and calculation of economic-
mathematical model of forecasting of exchange rates by 
means of neural networks is executed.  

Research conclusions and recommendations for fur-
ther research. Carried out research in the methods of for-
esting optimization of exchange rates on the Internet 
market have allowed to draw such conclusions: 

1. There are rather large numbers of fundamental and 
technical indicators which allow carrying out exchange 
rates behavior forecasting of Internet market. 

However any of indicators cannot give high accuracy 
offorecast. Only complex analysis of indicators allows 
making a forecast with more or less high precision. 

2. For increase of forecast accuracy of exchange rate 
in the Internet market it is necessary to createthe eco-
nomic-mathematical model which would allow uniting 
the indicators of technical and fundamental analyses. 

3. It is offered to construct economic-mathematical 
model of exchange rates forecasting taking into account 
the indicators of technical and fundamental analyses. 
Considering the fact that the selected group of indica-
tors (index of the relative size of the prices, index of 

simplification of the market, the Dow Jones index, the 
“Standard & Poors”, the New York stock exchange in-
dex, the indices of American stock exchange, the RSI 
indicator, the average index of the directed movement 
ADX, theoff-exchange index to a turn, the stochastic 
indicator) is not homogeneous by its nature, has vari-
ousdimensions, and is proved that use of mathematical 
apparatus of neural networks will be the most accepta-
ble in this case. 

Designing of a neural networkforecasting of ex-
change rates with the neural networks on the basis of 
multilayered perceptron is performed. As an asset func-
tion a sigmoid function is chosen. High validity of pre-
dicting properties of confirmed model with the received 
minimum error is received. 
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I E    

Purpose. To develop methodological approach for adaptive modeling of operational losses. 
Methodology. Methods of artificial intelligence systems theory, probability theory, graph theory, probability logic, 

theory of decision, mathematical statistics, expert evaluation, etc. were used. 
Findings. Methods of identification, evaluation, treatment and monitoring of operational risk have been generalized 

and systematized. The methodology for decision support system of operational risk management based on Bayesian 
techniques has been developed. The proposed method of Bayesian modeling of operational risk events has been tested 
on business processes of macro-regional telecom operators, “Siberia”, “Rostelecom”. Risk factors “data loss during the 
transfer to the new software or new versions of the software.” 

Originality. Analytical capabilities of applying Bayesian techniques in operational risk management has been iden-
tified and formalized. 

Practical value. We have developed methods for decision support system into operational risk management which 
can be used by companies in the total system of management. 

Keywords: operational losses, Bayesian networks, influence diagrams, modeling 
 
Problem setting.7 Recently academic and business 

communities have shown increasing interest in the opera-
tional risks management.  

This trend is caused by several reasons. In our opin-
ion the most important of these are: 

- increasing control of market regulators regarding ef-
ficiency of the internal control and risk management; 

- need to develop new methods of business processes 
and management; 

- increasing losses in companies because of reasons 
which are unrelated to any direct nonfinancial and non-
strategic risks. 

However, despite the relatively large number of 
practical application and theoretical researches opera-
tional risk management is still poorly formalized area. 

The above reasons explain the relevance of our re-
search, the aim of which is to develop technique and tool 
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for operational risk management. In the present article it 
puts more emphasis on the implementation of the mech-
anism of operational losses in management, as it is the 
main goal of operational risk management. 

 So far, neither national nor foreign experts do not 
develop standard definition of the term “operational risk” 
[1–2]. To update this definition we have applied quite a 
popular in the management process approach considering 
risk in this application as a process having input and out-
put parameters [1–2]. 

Risk as the process should be presented as causal 
model that includes the following components: objective 
sources, risk event and its effects. Let specify the nature 
of each component of causal model of risk in the context 
of operational risk: 

- object of operational risk; 
Objects of operational risk are internal business pro-

cesses or their operations.  
- operational risk events; 


